Abstract-We present a novel algorithm for path planning that avoids occlusions of a visual target for an "eye-in-hand" sensor on an articulated robot arm. We compute paths using a probabilistic roadmap to avoid collisions between the robot and obstacles, while penalizing trajectories that do not maintain line-of-sight. The system determines the space from which lineof-sight is unimpeded to the target (the visible region). We assign penalties to trajectories within the roadmap proportional to the distance the camera travels while outside the visible region. Using Dijkstra's algorithm, we compute paths of minimal occlusion (maximal visibility) through the roadmap. In our experiments, we compare a shortest-distance path to the minimal-occlusion path and discuss the impact of the improved visibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important criteria for planning robot motions is to achieve a goal configuration while maintaining a line-ofsight from a sensor to a target. In the case of visionguided robotics, the goal is to plan a path to a goal that simultaneously allows the sensor to observe a target while avoiding environment obstacles. Sensors such as cameras or laser rangefinders rely on a clear line-of-sight to the target to obtain data. If the robot moves in such a way that an object or structure lies between the sensor and the target, then the sensor can no longer collect data and progress towards the goal is impeded (see Fig. 1 ). Uninterrupted data collection relies on avoiding occlusions to the line-of-sight.
Formally, the problem considered herein is to compute a series of motions in the robot's configuration space (Cspace) such that those motions avoid occluding the lineof-sight from an onboard sensor to a target while still reaching a goal configuration. Additionally, we use existing probabilistic roadmap techniques to avoid collisions between the robot and obstacles in the environment. In practice, the algorithm will find a minimum-occlusion path within the probabilistic roadmap, which represents a sampling of possible configurations in the C-space.
For the purposes of this paper, the configuration space of the robot will be denoted as C. In our case this is a 6-dimensional space representing the joint angles of a articulated industrial robot arm. The probabilistic roadmap (PRM) consists of an undirected graph where each node denotes a single configuration or point in C. Each node has been tested for collisions and determined to lie within C f ree , the collision-free subset of C. The nodes are linked with edges that represent linear interpolations between configurations. We test the interpolated motions for collisions using the collision-detection algorithm from Schwarzer et al. [10] . If the interpolated motion lies entirely within C f ree , then it is collision-free and safe to include in the roadmap. Our goal is to plan paths that remain not only collision-free, but maintain a line-of-sight to the target. The region of space from which an unoccluded line-of-sight exists to the target will be referred to as the "visible region" and denoted C vis . Like C f ree , it is difficult to compute C vis directly. Instead we will evaluate each edge in the roadmap to assess if it causes the sensor to travel outside of C vis .
II. RELATED WORK
Kavraki, Svestka, Latombe & Overmars [6] introduced the probabilistic roadmap (PRM), using a sampling technique to discover a sparse representation of obstacles in the configuration space. This allows efficient computations of collisionfree paths.
Our work extends the PRM concept, adding a visibility penalty to the existing penalty which is based on the interpolation distance.
Schwarzer, Saha & Latombe [10] present adaptive dynamic collision checking, where a trajectory in joint space is checked for collisions by adaptively refined sampling. The key computation is the comparison of the lower bound of the distance between the moving objects and the upper bound of the arc length traced by each object. If the moving object's maximum arc length (for a given trajectory segment) is less than the distance to any other object, then that segment can be declared collision-free. This allows segments of the trajectory that are far from any collisions to be quickly tested and declared safe, reserving computation for trajectory segments with potential collisions.
Not only does this method improve the initial PRM construction step, but the same sampling method will be used herein to speed up the visibility computations as well.
Yong and Gupta [14] detail the construction of the probabilistic roadmap of an initially unknown environment using an arm-mounted laser rangefinder. Dynamic roadmap construction is desirable for unknown environments, but requires a high degree of efficiency if the robot is expected to respond to the newly explored environment in a timely manner.
Jaillet and Simeon [4] present a PRM-based path planner that can accomodate moving obstacles. Their approach uses a precomputed "multi-query" PRM to avoid static obstacles, but supplements that with a "single-query" online modification of the path planning to take the dynamic obstacles into account. This method combines the efficiency of the precomputed PRM with the flexibility of the online-computed single-query system.
Tarabanis, Tsai & Kaul [13] demonstrate a method to compute the boundary of the region of space from which a planar polygonal target is visible amid polyhedral objects. We use this method to compute the meshes which describe the boundary B separating the visible region from the occluded region. B subdivides task space P into P vis , the space from which a camera can see the target, and P occ , the space from which view of the target is blocked by an object.
Tarabanis, Tsai, Abrams & Allen [11] describe a method for describing a number of additional constraints on visual sensors. The constraints include the limited field-of-view, the desired image resolution and depth-of-field. These constraints allow the MVP system [12] to compute optimal viewpoints that conform to the sensor's limitations.
Leonard, Croft & Little [8] propose a system that ensures a target remains within a sensor's field of view for all motions in a PRM. The method is an extension of the collision detection algorithm and could be used to ensure that the field of view constraint is always enforced.
LaValle, González-Baños, Becker and Latombe [7] present a trio of motion planning strategies for maintaining visibility of a moving target for a mobile observer. For targets whose motion is predictable, the strategy can compute optimal motions for observers with low-dimensional configuration spaces.
Briggs and Donald [1] demonstrate a system to compute the necessary motion to move a mobile sensor into a vantage point from which it can monitor a region of interest for a visually recognized target. Their approach uses a method similar to the one described by Tarabanis et al. [13] to determine the visibility region.
Marzouqi and Jarvis [9] solve the opposite problem, planning motions to minimize visibility of a robot to hostile observers. Their approach uses a dense 2D grid-based environment map to compute minimum-visibility paths across a cluttered environment. While effective in 2D, the gridbased approach may not be scalable to high-dimensional configuration spaces.
III. THE ALGORITHM
We can test any point in task space P to determine if a line of sight exists from the point to the target. This is accomplished by dividing the task space P into P vis , the "visible region" from which the target is visible, and P occ , the "occluded region", from which an obstacle occludes the line of sight to the target. In practice, the algorithm presented by Tarabanis et al. [13] provides a triangle-mesh representation of B, the boundary that separates P vis and P occ .
The occlusion-avoidance algorithm computes the occluded arc length of the sensor's motion. Roadmap penalties are assigned based on this value. We compute the minimumocclusion path within the roadmap by minimizing this penalty over multiple successive trajectories from the start configuration to the goal (See Fig. 2 ). The occlusion-aware path planner does not take the sensor's orientation or field of view into account. This is a separate issue that can be addressed using the method described in [8] .
Algorithm OCCLUSION-PENALTIES Let R be a probabilistic roadmap. Let N be the set of all nodes in R. Let E be the set of all edges in R. Let B be the boundary between P occ and P vis . Let traj(e) be the camera-center trajectory of edge e.
for each edge e in E let sum = 0 compute intersections I between traj(e) and B let S be the set of segments of traj(e) defined by splitting it at intersections I for each segment s in S if the midpoint of s is inside P occ add length(s) to sum end if end for Apply penalty to e proportional to sum. end for 
A. Input Data
The robot's environment determines the region from which the target can or cannot be seen. The objects in the environment are represented as a manifold, oriented triangle mesh, usually derived in practice from CAD models of the robot's workspace. (See Fig. ? ?) The system can only account for obstacles that are described in this mesh, that is, objects that are detected offline.
The target itself is represented as a planar polygon in task space, as in [13] . This would typically be a planar polygon derived from the image in which the target is first detected, or a region in which the targets are always to be found.
The boundary of the visibility region is an open, manifold, oriented triangle mesh computed from the environment obstacle mesh and the target polygon using the algorithm described in [13] . (See Fig. 3) target environment objects occluded region Given a probabilistic roadmap of the environment, the algorithm will compute visibility penalties for each edge in the roadmap, allowing us to compute minimum-occlusion paths through the roadmap using Dijkstra's algorithm.
Finally, the algorithm requires a forward-kinematics routine allowing it to compute the position of the arm-mounted sensor given a point in the configuration space.
B. Mesh-Trajectory Intersection
The key step within the occlusion avoidance algorithm is to compute the intersections of a single trajectory with the visibility boundary.
The boundary B is represented as a triangle mesh. For the purposes of this step, we can treat this as a simple list of triangles. The trajectory is represented as two points in the configuration space C. The trajectory is a linear interpolation between these points, which generates a nonlinear endeffector trajectory in task space P . The interpolation is parameterized with parameter t ∈ [0, 1]
The algorithm performs a binary search along the trajectory, interpolating t and using the forward kinematics routine to compute the position of the arm-mounted sensor. At each sampled point, we compute the minimum distance from the sensor position to the boundary mesh. If the distance is less than a threshold , an intersection is reported. The parameter sets the maximum positional error of the computed intersection points.
It is important to note that if the trajectory passes through two triangles that are less than 2 apart, they may be detected as a single intersection. This will cause the algorithm to ignore the small distance between the two intersections, be it either an occluded or nonoccluded segment. must thus be chosen to be small enough that such errors have no significant effect on the outcome. A convenient value of is one hundredth or thousandth of the length of the shortest trajectory in task space.
Following the adaptive-bisection method described by Schwarzer et al. [10] , we also compute an upper bound for the arc length, called displacement max of the sensor's motion for each trajectory segment. If displacement max is less than the distance from the sensor position at either end of a trajectory segment to the nearest triangle, then that segment cannot contain an intersection. Thus no further subdivisions of that segment are necessary (see Fig. 4 
Then, we can compute the maximum displacement as follows:
The maximum arc length due to a given joint in the arm is the the angular displacement θ of the joint multiplied by the maximum possible length of the arm above it. Since this is an upper bound, the worst-case scenario is considered where all the higher links are positioned so that they form the largest possible radius. Thus, the worst-case radius for a given joint is the sum of the radii of all links above that joint. The maximum displacement for the whole arm is thus the sum of all joint angles multiplied by their respective worst-case radii, which is the maximum possible end-effector arc length, displacement max .
Accurately bounding the running time of the MeshTrajectory intersection algorithm is difficult due to its adaptive nature. An absolute worst-case scenario would involve a trajectory whose entire length lies at a distance minutely greater than from the mesh surface. The algorithm would thus exhaustively subdivide the trajectory until the displacement max value for every segment is less than the distance to the mesh. Thus, we can state that the algorithm will terminate when displacement max < for all segments. displacement max monotonically decreases as the trajectory segments are subdivided, and is a constant, so we can be certain that the algorithm will terminate in a finite time for any finite . In the described worst-case scenario, the subdivision ends when there are displacement max / leaf nodes in a perfect binary tree, indicating that the trajectory has been subdivided until all the segments must terminate. Thus we can compute that there are 2×(displacement max / )−1 nodes in the tree, which means the computation time is linear with respect to the ratio of displacement max and .
Fortunately, for articulated robots, the curved trajectories are unlikely to lie so precisely along the visibility boundary. Actual running times will depend heavily on the geometry of the robot and visibility boundary.
The intersection detection process returns the list I of intersection points in task space. Additionally, it returns the associated parameter value t for each intersection. Trajectory-boundary intersection. The trajectory AB is subdivided into two segments AC and CB. displacementmax is computed for AC and CB (shown as dotted arrows). If the distances from each end of a segment to the boundary do not both exceed displacementmax, then that segment must be further subdivided. In the second subdivision we see that both A and D are further than displacementmax from the boundary. Thus AD is "checked off": there can be no intersections in AD, so no further subdivision of AD is necessary. Subdivision continues for two more iterations. The midpoint of GE is within of the boundary, and is reported as an intersection. All other segments will (eventually) be "checked off" as free of intersections in a similar manner to segment AD.
C. Trajectory Segment Classification
The intersection points I divide the trajectory into a set of segments S (See Fig. 5) . Each segment must be tested to determine whether it lies inside or outside the visible space P vis . In practice, the parameter values t of the intersections are used for further computations. Both the classification and arc length steps rely on that parameter.
The boundary is again represented by a triangle mesh which divides P into two halves. Since the boundary itself has no explicit inside or outside, a point in P must be supplied to act as a reference for which half of P is P vis . This point is referred to as the "safe point" and corresponds to a point known to have a clear line of sight to the target. A convenient safe point is the target's location. The trajectory is again represented as a pair of points in C, whose interpolation is parameterized by t, and subdivided by the intersection points I.
Let a be the size of set I. We split the trajectory at each intersection point in I, producing a + 1 trajectory segments. For each segment we compute a midpoint m by linear interpolation of the parameter t. We compute the taskspace position of m and then test whether it is inside or outside P vis by computing the valence of a line segment connecting m to the safe point (see Fig. ? ?Classification)). The valence is simply the number of intersections between the line segment and the boundary. An even valence indicates that m is inside P vis , as the line segment has re-entered the volume as many times as it has exited it [3] . The classification outputs a boolean value for each segment, indicating if the segment is occluded or not.
Each line segment valence test has a complexity of O(F ), where F is the number of triangular faces in the boundary mesh. Thus, for a trajectory of s segments, the overall complexity is O(sF ). This can be improved by using an acceleration structure such as those described in [5] to reduce the number of faces that must be checked. Trajectory AB is divided by intersection point i into two segments: Ai and iB. We compute the midpoint of each segment m Ai and m iB . We then create a line segment from each midpoint to the "safe point": a point which is known to be in P vis . We test each line segment for intersections with the visibility boundary. If the line segment has an even number of intersections (valence), then the associated point is in P vis . If the line segment has an odd valence, then the associated point is in Pocc. Thus we can classify Ai as visible and iB as occluded.
D. Trajectory Task-space Arc Length
To establish the length of a trajectory in task space, we sample a series of points along the trajectory and compute the length of the piecewise-linear approximation of the trajectory formed by connecting the sampled points with line segments. While only approximate, this method does not rely on any knowledge of the trajectory's shape, which can be complex due to the nonlinear nature of the forward kinematics.
E. Penalty Assignments
The path planner has the twin goals of avoiding occlusions and computing an efficient path. The penalty assigned to each edge in the PRM is thus a linear combination of the occlusion penalty V (e) and the C-space distance D(e) between the nodes.
The penalty P on edge e is:
Where λ ∈ [0, 1) is a parameter which controls the strength of the occlusion avoidance. If λ is zero, then the occlusion information is ignored and the system acts as a typical shortest-distance PRM planner.
F. Path Planning using the PRM
Once the penalties are assigned to the PRM edges, the rest of the path planning is identical to a typical PRM. We 2154 compute the lowest-penalty path through the roadmap using Dijkstra's Algorithm, which solves the lowest cost route from a given node to all other nodes. If the parameter λ is high enough, the planner will avoid visual occlusions, as occluded paths add significantly to the penalties. If occlusions are unavoidable, then the algorithm will still seek to minimize the distance (and thus the time) that the camera is unable to see the target.
Using the modified Dijkstra's algorithm, the complexity of a single source-node solution to the lowest-penalty-path problem for the roadmap is O((|E|+|N |)log|N |) [2] , where E is the number of edges in the graph, and N is the number of nodes. This can be precomputed for every node in the roadmap if sufficient storage is available.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The goal of the following experiment is to test the ability of the algorithm to avoid configurations that cause visual occlusions, either at the waypoints or during interpolation. The experimental setup simulates a real-world situation where a 6-DOF articulated arm robot must observe a target region while moving from an initial configuration to a goal. Continuous sensor data regarding the target could be required for accurate placement, quality control, or worker safety. If the target region does not remain in the same location, then it would be necessary to compute a set of visibility penalties for each target region, and choose the appropriate set of penalties at runtime.
The simulation involves a vehicle manufacturing task. The robot must move from an initial configuration above the car body to a goal configuration in front of the windshield in preparation for attaching a component to the vehicle. The path planner must ensure that the onboard sensor can observe the target (in this case a single point, displayed as a black sphere) with only momentary losses of data collection. While no zero-occlusion path exists from the start configuration to the goal, the path planner will choose a path with the least amount of occlusion, observing the target through the window and door holes in the uncompleted car body (see Fig. 10 ).
The algorithm produces two markedly different paths for values of parameter λ (see Fig. 9,10 ). With λ = 0, the occlusion penalties are ignored and the robot moves in a relatively short path over top of the car body to reach the goal. Visual contact is lost as the car roof occludes the target. The occlusion-aware path is longer, but maintains the line of sight through the window and door holes. Visual contact is only lost as the line of sight crosses the A-post in Fig. 10 , between frames 5 and 6. 
V. SUMMARY
We have shown that a probabilistic roadmap path planner can be modified to take visibility into account. The framework of applying sensor-related penalties to particular motions is well-suited to the occlusion problem. This method avoids occlusions where possible, but will still function even if an occlusion is unavoidable. Fig. 9 . A sequence of views from the shortest path (λ = 0). Note that in frames 3-6 the target (black ball) is not visible due to occlusion by the car roof. The system can compute the minimum-occlusion path through the roadmap, which is only an approximation of the actual minimum-occlusion path in the configuration space. However, the approximation will be sufficient for most applications if a dense roadmap is employed.
Computation time for the 1000-node, 113653-edge roadmap used in the simulation took 5 hours, 34 minutes on a 1.80 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. In the case of articulated robots in known, static workcells, slow computation is only a minimal problem, as the entire roadmap can be precomputed. If dynamic updates are desired, techniques that combine static and dynamically-computed roadmaps such as in [4] may improve performance. Adding new obstacles will change the shape of the visibility boundary in a widereaching but predictable manner. If updates to the occlusion penalties could be limited to only the affected subset of the roadmap, then a dynamic solution may be possible.
The algorithms described are generic, and can be adapted to many problems other than static work cells. We use sampling rather than specific symbolic solutions as sampling can provide approximate results for any trajectory, regardless of whether there is a closed-form expression for the trajectory's shape. This generality comes at the cost of performance. To alleviate this, it may be possible to perform application-specific improvements to one or more components. The geometric tests on the mesh would benefit from acceleration structures. Symbolic solutions for the meshtrajectory intersection or trajectory arc-length would reduce the cost. Computing a more accurate lower bound for the maximum displacement would make the sampling process more efficient. If high accuracy overall is not necessary (i.e. the sensors are robust to small occlusions) then increasing can greatly reduce the computation time.
Future work could improve the speed of this system, but the real potential is in dynamically creating both the roadmap and the visibility penalties in an unknown environment. Dynamically constructed roadmaps such as are seen in [14] would allow the system to function in initially unknown environments. A robot could use the algorithm presented in this work to reason about lines of sight within an environment during the exploration process. A mixed model of offline and online computation as is seen in [4] could allow the system to respond to a partially dynamic environment. This system is a step towards robots that can intelligently examine an object, reasoning about the best data-gathering actions. With the ability to keep its eye on the proverbial ball, an occlusion-avoiding robot can perform tracking, triangulation, and many other tasks more accurately and efficiently.
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